






A BIT OF BACKGROUND 



A poJt..tti.ait. 06 JohaJtne.6 Ke.pl.Vt, dMc.ovVtVL 
06 the thllee law6 06 Plane:t<VLy Motion. 

"EveJr.y.th.i.ng ht 4pac.e. obe.yli the ~- 06 phy4.lc.6. 
16 you know the.6e £aw6, and obey thm, liJXtc.e w.lU. 
tJr..e.a.t you tutid.ty. And don't .tell.. me man doun '.t 
bel.ong out theJLe. Man bel.ongli wheJLeveJL he unn-U 
.to go -- and he.' U do plenty well.. when he geU 
theJLe." 

-- WeJLnheJL Von 8'ta.wt 

Man has always had stars in his eyes. 

The desire to explore the Universe is as 
old as time itself •••• and the human mind 
has spent centuries devising methods of 
achieving this dream. 

Leonardo da Vinci wrote of the possibility 
of space flight in the 16th century. And 
in the same period, Copernicus' theory, 
which established the sun as the center of 
the solar system, brought about a long parade 
of investigators and observers. 

It wasn't until the develo~ment of the 
telescope in the late 1600 s that accurate 
scientific discoveries were made. Galileo, 
perhaps the most famous astronomer, gathered 
information which has contributed greatly to 
our modern knowledge. 

In the same century, Johannes Kepler mapped 
the exact motion of the planets in their 
eliptical orbits •.•• and Sir Isaac Newton 
created his "laws of motion" which integrated 
the fields of physics and astronomy. The re
knowned poet, Cyranno de Bergerac composed 
fictional accounts of men in space, and was 
the first to propose rockets as a means of 
propulsion. 



By the turn of the 20th century, the entire 
p,lanet was swept up in the preoccupation with 
'outer space." The world became entranced by 

the swash-buckling adventures of Buck Rogers, 
fascinated with the sophisticated dilenmas of 
Mr. Spock and intrigued through the imagination 
of Ray Bradbury. 

But it required an organization named Disney 
to finally get things off the ground •••• 

The Race Was On •••• 

On July 17, 1955, the first Rocket to the Moon 
was launched by the Disney Company, followed 
closely by the lift-off of Sputnik I. 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower became greatly 
interested in the United States' progress in 
space exploration, and instigated the National 
Aeronautics Space Act of 1958 in which NASA 
was created, a "separate agency under civilian 
direction for the scientific exploration of 
space." 

In May of 1961, John F. Kennedy in his State 
of the Union Address made known that the U S 
i " . . ntended a clearly leading role in space 
achievement." 

And the race was on •... the list of entrants 
grew ••. as Alan Shepard took his historic 15 
minute flight into the atmosphere, and John 
Glenn followed his lead by becoming the first 
American astronaut to orbit the earth in Feb
ruary of 1962 • 

•.. To the Moon and Beyond ••• 

On December 24, 1968, three brave pioneers 
named Borman, Anders and Lovell orbited 
the moon 10 times in Apollo 8. 
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The first lunar step was taken July 20, 1969, 
by astronaut Neil Armstrong who was accom
panied by co-adventurers, Edwin Aldrin Jr. 
and Michael Collins in the 11th Apollo mission. 
Four other moon landings followed the Apollo 
11 trip, the last occuring on December 7, 1972. 

Currently, our Viking Probes are putting in 
their hours photographing and sampling the 
Martian atmosphere, while Voyager I and II 
make way on a 12-year journey to Saturn and 
Jupiter. 

Never to be outdone however, Disneyland again 
has become the leader, as the inception of 
Space Mountain has started the first-stage 
thrust into the infinite realm of inter-gal
actic space. 



WHERE 

Disneyland 
U.S.A. 

U.S.S.R. 

U.S.A. 

U.S.A. 

u.s.s.R. 

U.S.A. 

U.S.A. 

U.S.A. 

u.s.s.R. 

U.S.A. 

Disneyland 
U.S.A. 

Milestones in Space ffavel 
WHEN 

July 17, 1955 

Oct. 4, 1957 

May 5, 1961 

Feb. 20, 1962 

April 12, 1964 

Aug. 21, 1965 

Dec. 4, 1965 

July 16, 1969 

June 1, 1970 

Dec. 7, 1972 

May 27, 1977 

SPACECRAFT 

Lunar Transport 

Sputnik I 

Freedom 7 

Friendship 7 

Vostok I 

Gemini 5 

Gemini 7 

Apollo ll 

Soyuz 9 

Apollo 17 

Inter-galactic 
Rocket Probe 
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ABOARD 

164 
passengers 

* 

Alan Shepard 
Jr. 

John Glenn Jr. 

Y. Gagarin 

Gordon Cooper Jr. 
Charles Conrad Jr. 

Frank Borman 
James Lovell Jr. 

Neil Armstrong 
Edwin Aldrin Jr. 
Michael Collins 

A. Nikolayev 
Y. Sevastyanov 

E. Cernan 
H. Schmitt 
R. Evans 

Wally Schirra 
Gordon Cooper 
"Deke" Slayton 
John Glenn 
Scott Carpenter 
Alan Shepard 

DESTINATION 

Moon Fly-by 

Earth Orbit 

Penetration of 
Atmosphere 

Earth Orbit 

Earth Orbit 

128 Earth Orbits 

220 Earth Orbits 

Moon Landing 

286 Earth Orbits 

Moon Landing 

Space Probe 





A Living Dream ••• 

Because of our increasing technological know
ledge, the possibility of everyday passenger 
travel through space is much closer than most 
of us realize. 

The experts predict that an inhabited, orbiting 
Space Colony may be a reality by 1995, and that 
we may see such satellites as a Solar Power 
Station, which will reproduce the sun's energy 
for use on earth, and a Spacelab that will enable 
the acceleration of scientific knowledge in space, 
within the next two decades. 

These visions are the long range goals of the 
Space Shuttle Program based at NASA headquarters 
in Palmdale, California. The project represents 
the culmination of knowledge and experience ob
tained from all previous programs •••• Mercury, 
Gemini, Apollo, Mariner, Viking, Voyager, Skylab •.. 

••• and now, "Shuttle" ••.• the ultimate taxi cab 
of space. 

The Spac.e Shuttle will enable the tlt.an66eJtenc.e 
06 people and ma.c.hhteJr..y to and 6Mm "o!deJL ..spac.e," 
and a.t l..tut 6a.cil.Ua.te the explolU!Wn and 
c.oi.on-lza.U.on 06 otheJI. woJLf.d.6. 

The Shuttle 

The Space Shuttle can only be described as a 
cross between an airplane and a spacecraft, 
due to its structural ability to penetrate 
the outer atmosphere and yet land as easily 
as a 747 at L.A. International. Its primary 
purpose is to carry people and machinery into 
orbit and return to earth, making it the first 
"reusable" spacecraft. 

Once the Shuttle's tests have been concluded, 
a whole new world of space achievements will 
be opened to us •••• 
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Orbiting Solar Power Stations 

This box-kite type craft when in orbit, will 
catch the sun's energy and beam it over micro
wave to a receiving station on earth. Here 
the waves will be converted into electricity 
and fed into the usual distribution centers. 

Such a complex system may be realized within 
the nest 20 years, due to the Shuttle's capa
bility of visiting and maintaining the station. 
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Space lab 

The Soltvt PoweJr. S:t.a;tlonJ, wlU. be.am down 
.the .6wi' .6 eneJr.gy, v-<.a. m.ic.Munve, to JLe
ceivbtg centeJL.6 on ealtth. Thue eneJr.gy 
pJi.OduceJL.6 ma.y welt be ouJL pJLirnalt.y poweJr. 
.6ouJLce by ~he yeaJr. 2000. 

Another undertaking of considerable worth 
is the development of the Spacelab project, 
currently undergoing experimentation. 

This program has utilized the talents of our 
oversees neighbors, as 10 European countries 
have combined their resources, finances and 
knowledge under the encouragement of NASA, 
to build a Space Station for the purpose of 
scientific experimentation. 

The Spacelab will provide a gravity-free en
vironment, a balcony from which to view the 
earth, and a place where scientists can work 
in shirt sleeves and perform experiments with
out the interference of the earth's atmosphere. 



Suburban Space 

The ultimate goal of this entire program is 
the creation of an orbiting Space Colony, 
which may well be seen in our lifetimes. 

This connnunity will be a wheel-shaped struc
ture over a mile in diameter, at a point in 
orbit 240,000 miles from both the earth and 
moon. The wheel will rotate at one revolution 
per minute to simulate the same level of grav
ity felt on earth. 

The facility will house 10,000 people along with 
shops, schools, light industry and agriculture. 

It's almost impossible to conceive that here 
in the 20th century we have achieved that 
which was only previously dreamed of. Those 
early scientists must have had a tremendous 
amount of faith in human nature, intelligence, 
and determination ••. to foresee the potenti
ality of such "impossible" feats. 

Walt Disney once remarked, "It's kind of fun 
to do the impossible" ••• and whether he was re
ferring to putting men on the moon, or build
ing a Space attraction for Disneyland, he was 
emphasizing the fact that the impossible •••• 
is always possible. 
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An 011.bW.ng c.orrrm.uU,ty 06 1O,000 people, 
the Spac.e Colony wUl. .include all.. the 
c.om6olt.U o 6 home; btdu.ti:Oty, 4c.hoot.s, 
o.gtUc.ultwr.e and 11.ec.1t.e.aUon. 



T 0 M 0 t. 



Wvr.nhell Von Bltau.n Mli-i.6te.d Walt 
-Ur. the. du-i.gn 06 the. o!Li.g.u.a.t 
Rocket to the. Moon, Well 
changed to M-U1ii..on to Malt6" 
P.ictuAe.d -i.6 the. atbr..ac:tlon' Ii 
M-Ulii..on Corr:tltol Ce.nteJr... 

One Small Step .... 
One sunny morning in July of 1955, the first 
manned rocket to the moon was launched. This 
lunar transport carried a passenger list of 
164, and after a single revolution in an ex
ploratory probe of the moon's surface, re
turned safely to its launching pad. 

This was not a well-publicized journey, and 
even today many people are unaware of this 
first moon flight, two years before the lift
off of Sputnik I. 

And from where was this amazing spacecraft 
launched? 

Well, it didn't happen at Cape Kennedy or 
Houston Space Center •.•. It didn't happen in 
Russia ••.• It happened right here in Disney
land U.S.A. 

This innovative vehicle was designed by none 
other than the master of rocketing himself, 
Dr. Wernher Von Braun ••• with of course, a 
little help from his Chief Imagineer ••••• 
Walt Disney. 

and .. • • 

A few years later1 Disney technicians decided 
to alter the flignt pattern, and our Space 
Transport turned its nose cone toward Mars. 
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Third Officer Collins was the tour guide for 
this inaugural trip, and was able to give the 
space voyagers some scientific insight to the 
Martian atmosphere. A little turbulence occ
ured during retransition through the "hyper
space warp," but due to the quick thinking on 
the part of the Captain and crew, the passen
gers made it home safely ... and right on time. 

Since that day in 1975, thousands of Disney
land visitors have enjoyed the mystery of the 
"little red planet." 



One Giant Leap . ... 
1977 was the year that Disneyland's greatest 
"Space" achievement, Space Mountain was created. 
Never before, and possibly never again, will 
mankind embark upon journeys into worlds light 
years away. 

On that May morning, astronauts Gordon Cooper, 
Wally Schirra, Scott Carpenter, John Glenn, 
Donald "Deke" Slayton and Alan Shepard were 
secured into their shuttle and awaited the 
fina 1 countdown. 

After experiencing a meteor shower, a solar 
energizer, and a whirling fall through the 
bottomless real~ of the Universe, the astro
nauts arrived safely back at the Space Station. 

Fli.om £.e.f,t ••• Goll.don CoopeJL, Wai.ly Sc.hhr.Jr.a., 
Sc.o.t:t: Call.pen.tell. and A.tan Shepalld 06 the 
Me1t.c.wr.y 1 P1t0je.et Clte.w, who Well.e. on hand 
601L :the. Spa.c.e. MoUYLttU..n hi.a.ugUJl.lli. 6Ugh:t. 



WEV deii..i.gnVl.6 a.nd allfu.U. 4 pe.nt ye.all.h 
11.e.nde.M.ng 4 ke.tc.heii a.nd c.onlltll.uc.t-i.ng 
mode.i.6 6011. the. c.11.e.a.Uon 06 Spa.c.e. 
Mounta.-i.n. 
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The Story of a Mountain 
"In TomoMowf.a.nd we.'ve. aNUJ.nged a. p11.e.v.lew 06 Mme. 
06 the. wondeJL6ul de.ve.topne.n:t.6 the. 6utulle. hotd.6 -in 
!lto11.e.. You IAlU1. a.duaU.y e.xpeJLle.nc.e. what many o 6 
Ame/Llc.a.' 4 me.n o 6 4 c..le.nc.e. a.nd .lnd.u.6tJr.y p11.ed.lc.t 6 011. 
the. woll.U 06 tomoMow." 

The dream of a space adventure where Disneyland 
guests could experience the thrill, the fun and 
the wonder of space travel was one which Walt 
held dear to his heart ••. and was born over 12 
years before the actual creation of Space Moun
tain. 

The first meeting concerning the attraction was 
held in late 1964 between Walt Disney and his 
key designers. Walt commissioned these Imag
ineers to render the initial sketches for the 
attraction; a space-age journey emphasizing 
audio and visual effects. 

''Walt didn't call it Space Mountain at that 
time, but he felt we needed an attraction in 
Tomorrowland that would present the future 
through space travel. Walt had a prophetic 
ability and knowledge of how to bring differ
ent experiences together in a perfect blend," 
a key designer recalled, "and he knew Space 
Mountain would be an attraction that would 
serve to enrich the guests' experience one 
step farther." 





The. 6.buit .ta6k 06 Ou.IL C.On6.bw.c.il.on 
CJLe.w 'ltt4 to dti.cp the 9Jtade level 
15 6eet bet~ the "mount.a.ln." 

45 Conc.Jtete p.t.Ung~ enc.AJtc.ted the 
200 6oot c:Uametvr.. 06 the buil.di.ng, 
whil.e 36 ~teel ~uppoJt.t b~ 6oJtmed 
the 11.006. 

Ovvr.. 600 ton6. 06 ~teel wvr..e ~ed 
in the c.on6.tJwc.il.on 06 the buil.d
i..ng I~ uteJUolL. ••and a.n a.dd.Ui:onai_ 
400 ton6. .inc.tuded .in the 3,500 
6oot tlla.c.k.. 
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Construction 



An enormous amount of talent, research, design 
and imagination was necessary to produce an un
dertaking of such magnitude. So Imagineers and 
artists at WED set to work, combining their abil
ities and creativity to accomplish this ardous 
task. 

After the initial artists' conceptions had been 
completed, scale models were designed and cons
tructed to simulate the attraction in three dim
ensions. Although Space Mountain underwent num
erous changes from its original design of the 
60's, the final product emerged as one amazingly 
similar to the original rendition ••••• amazing 
because the technology necessary to operate such 
an attraction was not in existence at the time 
the project was first conceived. 

As one Imagineer stated, "It starts with artwork, 
and the ideas come out of brainstormin~ with 
other people, research and experience.' 
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Because our Disneyland Space Mountain was pre
ceeded by the Walt Disney World project, we 
gained the advantage of experience in the cons
truction of the attraction. When the track 
structure was first brought to the Disneyland 
site from MA.PO, (WED'S fabrication branch) it 
fit together like clockwork, and even the vehi
cles themselves were ready to be blasted-off. 

One of the problems which arose in the designing 
of Space Mountain was its size in relation to 
the rest of the Park. It was obvious to our 
team of Imagineers that the attraction in Florida 
could not possibly be duplicated at Disneyland, 
because it was discovered that their larger moun
tain would dominate, even dwarf Sleeping Beauty's 
Castle and Main Street. The problem was solved 
by placing the Mountain 15 feet below ground level, 
enabling the complex to fit easily into our Tom
orrowland spectrum. 

SPACE MOUNTAIN ATIRACTION 
Building Diameter 
Building Square Footage 
Building Volume 
Height from Ground Level to Top Spire 

TRACK & VEHICLES 

200ft. 
48.960 sq. ft. 
1.811.nO cu. ft. 
118 ft. 

Total Track Length 3.500 ft. 
Vehicle Capacity (2 Rockets in tandem) 12 passengers 

SPACE MOUNTAIN COMPLEX 
Total Square Footage 
Total Tons of Steel Used 

in Construction 
Construction Started 
Construction Completed 

96.460 sq. ft. 

lOOOtons+ 
Junel975 
Mayl9n 



The rocket vehicles have undergone a few changes 
too, since the original design utilized in Flo
rida. Our design is unique, the only one of its 
kind. The Disneyland rockets feature wide-bodied, 
side-by-side seating for twelve. A lap bar in
stead of seat belts has increased operating ef
ficiency considerably. 

Space Mountain is only one of the many ideas which 
Walt visualized for his Disneyland •••• and it has 
been said that it would take a lifetime to imple
ment all of them. As every Disney undertaking, 
Space Mountain spent years on the drawing boards 
and many more in research, design and development. 
The endless process from renderings ••• to models ••. 
to blueprints ••• experimentation ••• construction ••• 
and finally •••• dedication •••• began with one small 
dream ••• one single idea which emerged from the 
imagination of Walt Disney •••• 

"I can never stand still. I must 
explore and experiment. I am never 
satisfied with my work. I resent 
the limitations of my own imagination." 

Ironically ••• a limitless imagination. 
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And the Myriad Facets 
of the Show You Produce 
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• 
The Space Mountain Show. 
A Journey Through Time 
And Space 
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• • 

For the guests, the feeling of excitement begins 
with that first step into the inner corridor of 
the Space Mountain attraction. Here they are 
engulfed by a blend of "spacey" sounds and sub
dued light. 

At the observation deck, the guests are met by 
the screams of the "in-flight adventurers," and 
are able to catch a glimpse of the expedition 
to come. 

At last the passengers emerge into the Spaceport 
itself •••• a bustling arena of sight and sound. 
Up above an inner-galactic probe warms its engines 
waiting for launch, and below a stream of space 
shuttles depart for another galazy. 

The voyagers are secured into their vehicles by 
a flight attendant, and are told by the dispatcher 
they have been OK'd for blast-off. 

Soon they find themselves ascending the ultimate 
runway of pulsating light, and encounter a shower 
of meteors as they journey through the last phase 
of injection into deep space, THE SOLAR ENERGIZER. 

Traveling "faster than the speed of light," the 
shuttle penetrates the galactic atmosphere. 
Shooting stars are all around, and the sound of 
the terrestrial becomes deafening. 

Finally the mission is accomplished, as the rocket 
flys through the sound barrier, and the travelers 
find themselves back •••• safely •••. at the Spaceport. 



The Space Stage 
Sitting deep in the heart of the Space Mountain 
Complex is the beautiful outdoor amphiteatre 
known as the Space Stage. 

This spectacular facility has a seating capacity 
of 1100 and is the only theatre of its kind in 
the Park. 

The Stage houses a 32 channel sound system which 
is as versatile as it is functional. This "rock" 
style of ~ophisticated monitoring had never before 
been implemented at Disneyland until its emergence 
at the Space Stage in 1977. 

The system allows the singers and musicians on 
stage to receive a continual "foldback" ( a method 
in which the sound is reproduced in speakers on 
stage) of the music they are creating -- a very 
important advantage when performing outdoors. 
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The lighting and special effects capability of the 
Space Stage is unequaled also, as the most modern 
methods of progranuned lighting control have been 
applied. 

This type of flexibility is extremely important 
when considering the diversity of the shows appear
ing regularly on the Stage. 

Throughout the year, Disneyland presents enter
tainment from every area of the musical spectrum 
on our Space Stage ••• 

We .amuse our guests with the fun and frolic of 
the Mouseketeers and Characters ••• 

••• entertain them with the contemporarr. sounds 
of the Disneyland Band and the latest 'pop" 
groups ••• 

••• interest them with the folk music and 
costumes from other lands and cultures ••• 

••• and during the holiday seasons •••• inspire 
them with Christmas Carols and patriotic 
celebrations. 

As every other experience a~ Disneyland, the 
Space Stage is an impressive part of the 
lasting memory created by the beauty ••. the magic •.• 
the music ••• which is Disneyland. 



Our Space Mountain 
Greenery 

One of the most appealing sights which Disneyland 
provides in great abundance is the beauty and 
imagination in the design of the Park's living 
scenery. 

From the smiling floral Mickey Mouse at the 
Main Street Railroad Station, to the amazing 
topiary shrubbery at "It's a Small World," 
the Disneyland landscaping is as ingenius as 
the Park itself. 

The actual landscaping design in the Space Moun
tain Complex was conceived by our WED experts and 
delicately incorporated into the entire scheme. 
The planting was not treated as a separate pro
ject, because the shrubbery was as important 
to the total picture as the building itself. 

Unity is the key word here, as the integration 
of the natural with the "super" natural is a 
painstaking art. 
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Plants have always served a practical purpose 
at the Park as well as an aesthetic one ••• Some 
planters are strategically placed to serve as 
a form of guest control, some soften the lines 
of the building and provide a base for the 
support columns, and some, as the planter be
tween the Space Place and the seating area 
create a screen to make the area seem more 
contained. 

Regular maintenance is a crucial part of cont
inuing the well-organized look. Watering is 
constantly monitored, and an automatic irri
gation ~ystem exists to prevent any accidental 
flooding. Soil samples are taken periodically 
to determine the nutritional content of the 
planting mixture. 

Lighting is also an important consideration, 
and in many of the low light areas, "grow" 
lights double for nighttime flood lighting ••• 
a rather ingenius idea. And "ingenius" is 
the most appropriate word for this display 
of inter-globular horticulture. 

One landscaper believes that the reason for 
the good health and vibrancy of all the Disney
land plants may be due to the happiness and 
goodwill which they feel here ••• 

• •. Now that deserves some thought ••• 



The Space Place 
Each restaurant and food facility at Disneyland 
captures the authentic mood of another country 
or another century. 

Our Space Place is the perfect example of this 
creation of realistic yet "imaginary" atmosphere. 
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The "place" is surrounded by a gleaming silver 
backdrop reflecting rows and rows of sparkling 
lights. The concentration of rich vegetation 
along with an "out-of-this-world" feeling, creates 
a visual experience as well as a nutritional one. 

The excited space adventurers can enjoy a varied 
and delicious menu composed of "Solid, Liquid and 
Booster Fuels." Hamburgers and Fishburgers under 
such titles as the Gemini and the Mariner are 
offered along with a selection of salads, soft 
drinks and desserts. Our Space Place is the only 
facility in the Park which serves soft ice cream ••• 
an irrestistible temptation for cast members and 
guests alike. 

And while our guests are enjoying these delectable 
treats, they can take in the entertainment appearing 
on the Space Stage. 

Probably the most appealing benefit for our hosts 
and hostesses, is the Cast Food Service Window and 
break area located behind the building. This ex
tra addition provides the same Space Place ham
burgers and fries, malts and salads, at discount 
prices. 

For those guests not seeking "sustenance" but 
a cool, relaxing place to put up their tired 
feet, this beautiful, off-the-beaten-path outdoor 
restaurant provides a lovely rest area to con
template, meditate, and consentrate ••• on how 
to squeeze in four more "E"attractions ••• 

• •• with only three more "E" tickets. 



The Starcade 
As our guests step into the futuristic atmosphere 
of the Starcade, they are suddenly engulfed by the 
sights and sounds of a space-age boardwalk. The 
room is alive with noises of clicking machines and 
reving dragsters •••• and the air of excitement is 
overpowering. 

This is a busy, hustling-bustling facility, and 
upon first entrance one is impressed with the 
large concentration of people and the clamoring, 
banging vibrations of fun. 

People of all ages fill the room with exclamations 
of joy, and sighs of disappointment. This is a 
family atmosphere, with Moms and Daughters compe
ting with Dads and Sons •••• and new friends being 
made every minute. 

The competitor can try his hand at such diversities 
as schussing down a slalom run racing along a 
Grand Prix speedway at over 106 mph~. or testing 
trivia knowledge at the "Quiz Show. ' 
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The two most popular games in the Starcade are 
those developed and modified by WED •••• the Starcade 
500 Racer and the Space Chase. Unlike other mach
ines in the Starcade these two offer viewer part
icipation, because they are projected and enlarged 
upon the wall above. It is not uncommon for over 
7,000 players to enjoy one of these games on an 
average summer day. 

And we're certain, that after you've spent 10 
minutes at the Starcade, you'll never play checkers 
again. 



The Character Shop 
Everyone who visits the Magic Kingdom leaves with 
happy memories of good times and good feelings. 

Along with these fond memories, most of our guests 
like to take with them a memento of their day in 
Disneyland •••• Something special to show the folks 
at home •••. Something personal to treasure forever. 

The Character Shop offers a wide variety of sou
venirs and gifts. It is a place of classic char
icatures of Disney "celebrities" displayed in abun
dance around the store, and character items from 
Mickey Mouse T-shirts to musical Winnie the Poohs 
just waiting for the chance to go home with ~he 
right little boy or girl. It is estimated that 
the shop offers the world's largest collection 
of Disney character merchandise. 
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Not to be separated from its role in the Space 
Mountain Complex, the shop contains a beautiful 
assortment of contemporary decorator items. At 
the store's film counter, the guests can pur
chase a variety of first aid needs as well as 
film and photographic equipment. 

Unlike the other facilities in the complex, the 
Character Shop is not a new member to the Tom
orrowland family. This souvenir hunter's r.aradise 
has existed since the creation of the "new' Tom
orrowland in 1967, and is one of the most popu
lar merchandise locations in the Park • 

••• There's something for everyone at the Character 
Shop. 





The purpose of this guidebook has been to help you 
realize that you are part of much more than a 
"thrill ride" at an amusement park, but part of 
a living experience. 

The culmination of Space Mountain did not commence 
with the opening ceremonies in 1977 ••• 

••• nor with the first planning meeting of Walt's 
in 1964 ••• 

..• nor with the lift-off of the Von Braun/Disney 
Rocket to the Moon in 1955 ••• 

No, the dream of exploring the Universe began cen
turies ago ••• with that first human glance up at 
the stars. 

We at Disneyland have attempted to capture that 
eternal dream. And we hope that you, as our rep
resentatives, appreciate and understand that attempt; 

Aside from the knowledge you have gained in the 
background and future vision of Space Travel ••• we 
also hope you have learned a little about the 
Complex itself. 

For you, like the Astronauts, have been carefully 
selected for our Flight Crew, and we have faith in 
your judgement to receive thousands of space tra
velers daily •.. and in your ability to uphold a 
50-year tradition of the finest in family enter
tainment. 

This is not an easy assignment ••• 

••• But we think you'll meet the challenge and arrive 
safely at your destination. 

Good Luck. 
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Space Uavel Terms 
Ablation - the melting away of a heat shield 
during re-entry. 

Aerospace - includes the atmosphere and the regions 
of space beyond it. 

Aphelion - the point farthest from the sun in the 
path of a solar satellite. 

Artificial Satellite - a spacecraft 
the earth or other celestial body. 
usually shortened to satellite, but 
applies to natural moons. 

that circles 
The term is 
it then al!;o 

Astro - a prefix meaning star. It also means 
space in such words as astronautics (the science 
of space flight). 

Attitude - the position of a spacecraft in relation 
to its direction of flight. 

Bio-satellite - an artificial satellite that carries 
animals or plants. 

Booster - the launch vehicle's first stage. 

Burnout - the point in the flight of a rocket 
when its propelland is used up. 

Capsule - a manned spacecraft or a small package 
of instruments carried by a larger spacecraft. 

Cosmonaut - a Russian space pilot. 

Eccentricity - the variation of a satellite's 
path from a perfect circle. 

Escape Velocity - the speed a spacecraft must reach 
to coast away from the pull of gravity. 

Exhaust Velocity - the speed at which the burning 
gases leave a rocket. 

Gantry - a special crane or movable tower used to 
service launch vehicles. 
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Heat Shield - covering on a spacecraft to protect 
the. craft and astronaut from high temperatures of 
re-entry. 

Hypergol - a rocket fuel that ignites upon contact 
with an oxidizer. 

Inter-galactic - from one galaxy to another. 

LOX or Liquid Oxygen - a common oxidizer. It 
is made by cooling oxygen to -183c (-297F). 

Module - a single section of a spacecraft that 
can be disconnected and separated from other sections. 

Orbit - the path of a satellite. 

Oxidizer - a substance that mixes with the 
fuel in a rocket, furnishing oxygen that permits 
the fuel to burn. 

Percynthion - the point closest to the moon in 
the orbit of a lunar satellite. 

Period - the time it takes for a satellite to make 
one revolution. 

Propellant - a substance burned in a rocket to 
produce thrust. Propellants include fuels and 
oxidizers. 

Re-entry - that part of a flight when a returning 
spacecraft begins to descend through the atmosphere. 

Rendezvous - a space maneuver in which two or more 
spacecraft meet. 

Retrorocket - a rocket that fires in the direction 
a spacecraft is moving to slow it down or land it. 

Spacecraft - a man-made object that travels through 
space. 

Stage - one of two or more rockets combined to 
form a launch vehicle. 

Thrust - the push siven to a rocket by its engines. 
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